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I. Introduction

A.  “What’s it all about?”

Everybody talks about fast track arbitration, but is there a clear definition?
First, it is important to stress that fast track arbitration is not a distinct system of
arbitration,1) but rather a general characterization for an accelerated arbitral pro-
cedure. Arbitral proceedings with very stringent deadlines are generally referred
to as fast track arbitration.2)

Fast track arbitration may appear in ad hoc arbitration as well as in institu-
tional arbitration. Several important international arbitration institutions offer
specific rules for fast track arbitration. Among these institutions are the American
Arbitration Association, the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of
Commerce, and, most recently, the German Institute of Arbitration e.V. (DIS).3)
The increase in number of arbitral institutions creating such special rules for ex-
pedited proceedings demonstrates the “need for speed” in arbitral proceedings.4)
However, fast track arbitration may also take place under the rules of institutions
which lack specific regulations for expedited procedures, or have only rudimen-
tary provisions in this regard. The most well-known fast track arbitration cases to
date were conducted under the rules published by the International Chamber of
Commerce (“ICC”). Although Article 32 of the ICC Rules generally provides for
expedited procedures by granting the parties the opportunity to shorten various
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time limits set out in these rules, the ICC Rules do not contain further detailed
regulations in this regard.5) Furthermore, parties may move themselves onto a
“fast track” by specifying particular time limits for each phase of an ad-hoc pro-
ceeding, or by specifying a deadline for any award, either in the arbitration clause
or in a later agreement. In this article, we highlight the advantages, disadvantages,
and potential risks of fast track arbitration, and examine the relationship between
fast track arbitration and the general principles of arbitration.

B.  Disadvantages of “Ordinary” Arbitral Proceedings

Twenty years ago, the conventional wisdom among practitioners was that
choosing arbitration – rather than court proceedings – was the best way to ensure
avoidance of unnecessary delay. Things, however, have changed.6) Nowadays, par-
ties tend to submit extensive files and voluminous attachments to the arbitrators
far in excess of the amount of material they would produce in state court. Because
arbitrators, unlike state judges, have a reputation to lose, and because compensa-
tion schemes for arbitrators tend to foster a more thorough approach, arbitral tri-
bunals are nowadays often expected to review lengthy submissions and countless
binders of attachments, despite the fact that, in most circumstances, the case could
have been presented in a shorter and more precise manner without sacrificing
quality. Perhaps the parties, having chosen the arbitrators and thereby given them
a “reason to exist”, feel less reluctant to confront them with extensive case materi-
als. Another explanation may be that arbitrators have greater expertise regarding
the disputed topic, so parties dare to submit much more detailed information
than they would before an ordinary court. Furthermore, parties may make re-
peated requests for time extensions in a strategic effort to delay the proceedings,
and may produce additional information that is nothing more than a “smoke
bomb” and is unnecessary for a decision of the case. Therefore, there is a general
need to speed the arbitration process.

C.  Elements of Fast Track Arbitration

Fast track arbitration is not a distinct kind of arbitration. Instead, it incorpo-
rates various forms of expedited procedures, and is not comprised of a fixed set of
elements. However, there is a set of procedural possibilities which – in different
combinations – form recognized elements of fast track arbitrations.
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The key element in a fast track arbitration is strict time limits. Such time lim-
its apply to the parties as well as to the arbitrators. The parties are regularly con-
strained by relatively short time limits for the nomination of their respective arbi-
trator, as well as for their submissions and preparation for the oral hearing.
Meanwhile, the most important restriction for the arbitrator is a time limit for the
issuance of the award. Such restrictions on the arbitrator are problematic as they
may lead to a situation in which the losing party may contest the issuance of an
award after the time limit has elapsed. We will address this question later on, how-
ever it should be mentioned that – in order for the parties to avoid unnecessary
risk of a possible challenge to the award – it would be best for them to clarify this
issue in advance.

Another important element in a fast track arbitration is the limitation of pro-
cedural steps. For this reason, most specific regulations on expedited proceedings
contain restrictions on the number of written submissions as well as limitations
regarding the hearing. As the drafting of the award itself may take some time in or-
dinary arbitral proceedings, most rules for expedited arbitrations also provide for
expedited arbitral awards. For example, Section 7 of the German Institution of Ar-
bitration’s Complementary Rules for Expedited Proceedings provides that the Ar-
bitral Tribunal may abstain from stating the facts of the case in the arbitral
award.7) Meanwhile, under Article 35 of the Arbitration Institute of the Stock-
holm Chamber of Commerce’s Rules for Expedited Arbitrations, there is no obli-
gation to include reasons for the award, unless expressly requested by one of the
parties.8) On the other hand, such “shortened” versions of the award bear the risk
that the award may be subject to rescission more easily.

Furthermore, a fast track arbitration is not possible without modern means
of communication.9) Communication in the form of email, fax, telephone and
video conferences, and any other appropriate means of avoiding unnecessary for-
mality, is a key factor in the considerably shortened duration of the fast track arbi-
tration proceedings.

D.  Some Exemplary Cases

Before we go into further detail, a brief overview of some fast track arbitra-
tion cases might help to illustrate the characteristics of fast track arbitration. Per-
haps the best known and most discussed fast track arbitration case is the Panhan-
dle case, decided under the ICC Rules, in which an award was made within two-
and-a-half months from the request for arbitration, and, even more remarkably,
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within two-and-a-half weeks of the arbitral tribunal’s formation. In Panhandle,
the parties had stipulated that, in the event of a dispute, certain issues concerning
the determination of the price in a long-term gas supply contract were to be re-
solved by arbitrators within two months from the request for arbitration. The par-
ties later agreed to an extension of this time limit by one week. The Secretariat of
the ICC International Court of Arbitration’s counsel in charge of the case later
highlighted the fact that at no time during the arbitration did a party seek an ex-
tension of time to make its submissions. All parties respected all deadlines assidu-
ously.10)

While the Panhandle case shows that arbitration may achieve fast results that
state court proceedings cannot offer, it also shows that the cooperation of the par-
ties is definite requirement in achieving this goal. As Hans Smit, the chairman in
the arbitration, noted, “special fast-track rules are needed to render fast-track treat-
ment possible when the tribunal has to deal with less operative litigants or is a less
harmonious body”.11)

Another famous fast track case was handled under the ICC Rules as well. Its
name, Formula One Racing, perhaps made it pre-destined for fast track arbitra-
tion. In this case, the arbitral tribunal had to decide an issue regarding the paint of
Formula One racing cars within a time frame of approximately one month. As in
the Panhandle case, both parties were interested in a prompt decision and there-
fore were cooperative.12) In this arbitration, the parties exchanged submissions
within 7-day intervals and the arbitral tribunal finalized its draft award within 48
hours of the hearing.

These two cases show that it is also possible to conduct fast track arbitration
efficiently without detailed rules for expedited procedures. However, in both
cases, all participants and both parties were very cooperative and interested in the
fast settlement of the case. It remains dubious whether the aim of fast track arbi-
tration – to accelerate the proceedings – would also have been reached if one of the
parties had decided not to cooperate but rather to delay the proceedings.

The feasibility of fast track ad hoc arbitration is illustrated in the following
Austrian example. The case, concerning claims based on a delay in construction
work, involved both complex facts and substantive issues, and is discussed in fur-
ther detail by Fiebinger and Gregorich.13) The arbitration agreement provided
that the decision of the arbitral tribunal must be made within three months of an
appointment of a chairman. Because of its strict management of the proceedings,
the arbitral tribunal was able to make its decision within this rigid time frame.
However, the proceedings did take longer than three months because the process
of selecting the tribunal took almost a year. As this case shows, ad hoc agreements
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on expedited proceedings should also include provisions regarding the election of
the arbitral tribunal, and choosing a sole arbitrator instead of an arbitral panel
might be preferable.

II. Fast Track Arbitration and the Fundamental
Principles of Arbitration

As mentioned above, two important features of arbitration as a dispute set-
tlement procedure are speed and cost-efficiency. However, while time and money
may be the driving forces behind the choice of arbitration as a means of dispute
resolution, there are a number of characteristics fundamental to arbitration which
make it a viable alternative to state jurisdiction. They include, inter alia:

• Party autonomy (choice of arbitration as a dispute settlement procedure; de-
termination of applicable law; setting of rules for the arbitration);

• Equal treatment (due process; fairness of proceedings);

• Arbitrators’ neutrality (impartiality; independence); and

• Enforceability of arbitral awards.
These characteristics – also referred to as the fundamental principles of arbi-

tration – apply to fast track arbitration as well. However, certain features inherent
to fast track arbitration may push the limits of these principles.

A.  Party Autonomy

The attraction of arbitration as a dispute settlement procedure lies in the
flexibility it offers to the parties in determining the framework for the resolution
of their dispute in accordance with the specifics of the case.

1. Choice of Arbitration

Based on the principle of party autonomy, the parties are free to choose arbi-
tration as a dispute settlement procedure and to establish the related rules – from
the place of the arbitration and the applicable (substantive and procedural) law, to
the number of arbitrators and the details of the proceedings. The parties’ creativ-
ity is limited only by the mandatory rule of equal treatment of the parties, in par-
ticular with regard to their right to receive a full opportunity to be heard.14)

The decision to commit to fast track arbitration is also a matter of party au-
tonomy. While the parties are free to establish certain procedural limitations in
order to reflect their interest in a speedy process, there is a certain risk to the bal-
ance between the parties’ interest in the fast resolution of their dispute and the
general fairness of the proceedings.
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2. Determination of Applicable Law/Setting of Rules
for the Arbitration

Like the decision to submit a matter to arbitration, the choice of the law
(substantive and procedural) applicable to the arbitration also falls within the
ambit of the principle of party autonomy. Arbitrators may disregard the parties’
choice only in certain limited and highly exceptional situations.15) As of yet, no
common principles have been developed with regard to the question of whether
or not the choice of fast track arbitration per se may justify the arbitrator’s disre-
gard of the parties’ choice of law. As a matter of fact, a number of national conflict
of law rules provide for the application of national law if the law otherwise appli-
cable cannot be determined.16)

International arbitration practice recognizes several methods for designat-
ing the applicable rules of law.17) Oftentimes, the arbitrator’s choice is guided by
the application of transnational principles of private international law, and there
is an increasing trend towards the direct application of substantive principles of
transnational law to the merits of a case.18) The arbitrator’s freedom to choose the
applicable law is limited virtually only by the principles of international public
policy. Ultimately, the difficulties related to the application, or abandonment, of
conflict of law rules may be overcome by the identification of the presumed inten-
tion of the parties and the application of the contract terms themselves.19) It is
quite clear that the arbitrator’s application of these general principles will require
less research than the application of (foreign) law, which the arbitrator may not
necessarily be familiar with.

When it comes to the designation of the relevant rules of law, the particular
legal traditions of the acting arbitrators do play a significant role. In most civil law
jurisdictions, a judge or arbitrator is expected to actively research the applicable
(foreign) law under the jura novit curia rule. However, in many other – mostly
common law – jurisdictions, foreign law is treated as a question of fact. Instead of
the active involvement of the judge or arbitrator, the party making a claim under a
specific law bears the burden of proof regarding its applicability.20)
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Arbitrators may have little or no connection with, or access to, the applicable
national law. Therefore, particularly in arbitral proceedings in which the parties
would expect the arbitrator to actively research the law, the parties or the appoint-
ing body may be well advised to choose an arbitrator who has a good knowledge of
the applicable national law.

As there is usually not a lot of time available, the choice of fast track arbitra-
tion may affect the approach chosen by the arbitrator when it comes to identifying
the applicable law. Therefore, in fast track arbitration, the relevant contents of the
applicable law are more likely to be determined on the basis of the submissions of
the parties pleading a claim under a specific national law. Likewise, there may be a
greater tendency to apply alternative rules such as lex mercatoria, common sub-
stantive principles of law, or the substantive law at the place of arbitration.21)

3. The Finding of Facts/Admissibility of Evidence

Just as in regular arbitration proceedings, the parties to fast track arbitra-
tions may establish the rules governing the proceedings in an arbitration agree-
ment or arbitration clause, or consent to a certain set of institutional rules at any
time prior to the commencement of the arbitration. With respect to the finding of
facts, however, the arbitrator plays a crucial role in determining the course of the
proceedings once they have commenced. In the absence of binding guidelines
from the parties or applicable institutional rules, the arbitrator has the right – and
the obligation – to decide upon the arbitration rules as he or she deems fit. In this
respect, international arbitration institutions have offered a valuable source of
guidance for arbitrators when admitting evidence.22)

While international arbitral tribunals are generally free to admit evidence at
their own discretion, they are certainly required to observe standards of fairness so
as to not jeopardize the enforceability of the ensuing award. Thus, the arbitrator’s
decision on the admissibility of evidence should be guided by the individual re-
quirements of the case, the nature of the parties involved, and the important ques-
tion of whether the evidence would be appropriate under the circumstances of the
case.23)

The choice of fast track arbitration will not necessarily remain without con-
sequences as far as the rules governing the proceedings are concerned, and there-
fore may have a substantial impact on the fact-finding process.

One likely consequence concerns the requirement of oral hearings, which
may constitute a source of delay in arbitration proceedings. Arbitrators in fast
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track arbitrations should therefore pay particular attention to the following ques-
tions when planning evidentiary hearings:

• Do the particularities of the case require oral evidentiary hearings at all?

• To what extent can the time available for each party to put forward their ar-
guments and to question witnesses reasonably be limited?

• Would a detailed hearing schedule help structure the process and balance the
time available for each party to present their case?

• What should the order be in which the parties present their arguments and
evidence?
Limitations may, however, not only apply to hearings, but to the particular

types of proof admitted in fast track arbitrations as well.24)
The parties’ submissions may be limited in number and length. The arbitral

tribunal may focus the parties on the key issues by providing counsel with a list of
particular questions for the parties to address.

In order to help avoid repetition and to encourage concise arguments, docu-
mentary evidence may be restricted as well. In particular, the parties to a fast track
arbitration may be faced with a cut-off date which will usually be set in advance of
any evidentiary hearing and after which no new documentary evidence will be ad-
mitted, unless there are compelling reasons to do so.

Considerations of time management in fast track arbitrations may also in-
fluence the examination of witnesses. As in regular arbitration proceedings, where
the entire process of taking evidence should be shortened by a precise determina-
tion of those uncontroversial facts which will not need to be addressed by evi-
dence at all, the strict time limits of fast track arbitrations will also regularly force
the arbitrator to impose restrictions as to evidence concerning the disputed facts.
Such limitations often concern the number of witnesses to be heard, the possibil-
ity of (cross) examining the witnesses, and, if applicable, the time available for
witness examination, therefore impacting the parties’ opportunity to present their
case.

The same generally applies to expert evidence. Such limitations tend to re-
strict the time available for hearing and questioning experts in oral proceedings.

The restrictions in fast track arbitrations discussed above may also affect the
way arbitrators approach burden of proof issues. If, for reasons inherent to fast
track arbitration, the parties are unable to provide proof of certain facts, the arbi-
trator may be inclined to apply rules which provide for a shift in the burden of
proof. Also, there may be instances in fast track proceedings where time is so lim-
ited that the arbitrator either expressly or implicitly (by taking into consideration
the limitations described above) lowers the level of proof required, or may other-
wise lessen the plaintiff ’s burden of proof.
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The procedural limitations described above affect the overall fact-finding
process and the parties’ ability to present their cases. Neither fast track rules of ar-
bitral institutions nor regular arbitration agreements providing for fast track arbi-
tration offer specific guidance to arbitrators regarding to the question of how
these limitations should factor in the decision-making process. Most national laws
and arbitration rules give the arbitrator full discretion in weighing the evi-
dence.25) Thus, it is generally within the responsibility of the arbitrator to appreci-
ate the limitations imposed on the parties in these accelerated proceedings when
considering the facts of the case.

B.  Equal Treatment

While procedural limitations are characteristic of fast track arbitration,
these limitations must not undermine the equal treatment of the parties. In par-
ticular, expediting the arbitral proceedings must not deprive either the parties of
their right to present the case or the arbitral tribunal of the time and means to
consider the case properly.26) It would be incorrect to assume that the parties who
agreed to fast track arbitration also agreed to a limitation of their procedural
rights. The principle of giving each party a sufficient opportunity to present its
case is both fundamental and mandatory. That the two parties agreed on the expe-
dited conduct of the arbitration proceedings does not alter this fact.27)

1. Due Process

Whether due process rights are sufficiently respected in a fast track arbitra-
tion depends predominantly on the particularities of the case. While there are a
number of issues that a reasonable arbitrator must pay particular attention to in
any type of proceeding, these issues may be especially crucial in fast track proceed-
ings. Such issues generally concern the transparency of the process and the inter-
action between the tribunal and the parties. For example: the parties’ pleadings
should be made available to their opponents early enough so as to give them the
opportunity to respond; orders of the arbitrator regarding future procedures or
the extension of deadlines in favor of one party should also be communicated
without delay; and the parties should have an equal opportunity to comment on
proffered evidence.28) Furthermore, where applicable, sufficient time should be
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allowed to prepare the translation of a document produced in a foreign language.
Of course, the determination of what constitutes “sufficient time” in a fast track
arbitration must reflect the parties’ choice of an accelerated dispute resolution
mechanism. Thus, the time frame granted in fast track arbitration may be consid-
erably shorter than in regular arbitration. Finally, it should be highlighted that it
likely would be considered a violation of the parties’ due process rights if the time
restriction forced the arbitrator to apply procedural limitations not previously
agreed to by the parties.29)

The time restrictions imposed in accelerated proceedings also reduce the
time available to the arbitrator to render an award. Of course, “quality must not be
sacrificed to speed”.30) However, given the particularities of accelerated proceed-
ings, it is not an uncommon practice to dispense with the requirement of a rea-
soned award in the interest of saving even more time. Regardless of such choice to
pursue a fast track arbitration, however, the parties should never be taken by sur-
prise when learning of the arbitrator’s decision. For example, if the arbitrator has
expressed a certain opinion, he is obliged to inform the parties if he subsequently
changes his mind.31) Therefore, the arbitral tribunal should ask the parties to ad-
dress, in writing, the legal or factual issues which the tribunal itself considers to be
decisive in its ultimate decision.

2. Fairness of Proceedings

Fairness is often defined in subjective terms and reflects a party’s position in
a particular case. Therefore, taking into account the issues discussed under section
II.A. in this article, the arbitrator in fast track proceedings must also grant each
party a reasonable amount of time to put forward its arguments and to respond to
the other party’s case. However, in most fast track proceedings, it will not be un-
reasonable to refuse multiple days of hearings, numerous witnesses, or lengthy ar-
guments in the interest of saving time and resources. Nevertheless, it remains im-
portant to ensure that each party receives sufficient time to fully respond to the
evidentiary submissions of its opponent. While it has become standard in interna-
tional arbitration that the arbitrators establish a schedule determining the
timeframe of the proceedings as well as the nature and number of the parties’
submissions32) at an early stage in the proceedings (e.g., in Procedural Order
No. 1), such structured approach should be considered a must in fast track arbi-
tration.

Again depending on the peculiarities of the case, there may be a number of
complex and genuine issues of fact and/or law making it absurd or even counter-
productive to provide for fast track arbitration. If, under such circumstances the
parties nevertheless choose expedited proceedings, then the arbitration clause
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may be considered defective, perhaps triggering the risk that the award will be suc-
cessfully challenged later for lack of due process. Even in cases where fast track ar-
bitration provides a viable method of dispute resolution, respect for a minimum
standard of due process is indispensible if a state court is to lend its support to the
enforcement of such an award.33)

C.  Arbitrator’s Neutrality

It is undisputed that impartiality and independence are indispensable ele-
ments of both regular and fast track arbitrations. In fast track proceedings, experi-
ence has shown that the parties should make sure that the independence of the in-
dividual arbitrators cannot be called into question, even in the earliest stages of
the arbitral tribunal’s formation. A party should be prepared to propose an alter-
native candidate if the appointment of the first arbitrator of choice is challenged
by the other party.34)

As a consequence of the restrictions resulting from the limited time avail-
able, arbitrators in fast track proceedings face a more difficult task than in regular
arbitrations. The success of accelerated arbitration proceedings will, amongst
other things, depend first and foremost on the arbitrator’s ability to navigate the
parties through a usually very strict procedural program without creating the im-
pression that the constraints placed on the parties and their counsel are in any way
a result of a lack of neutrality on his or her part.

D.  Enforceability of Arbitral Awards

While the expeditious treatment of a dispute offers a number of benefits to
the parties, it must not be forgotten that any decision arrived at in an accelerated
proceeding is only valuable insofar as its enforceability is ensured. Arbitrators in
accelerated arbitration proceedings must be aware that observation of the key
principles discussed above also serves to ensure that the award rendered can ulti-
mately be enforced. The failure to comply with these principles may cause an arbi-
tral award to be set aside under the applicable national law or may otherwise con-
stitute a ground for the refusal of enforcement.

As the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral
Awards (the New York Convention 1958) is undoubtedly the most important in-
ternational treaty in this area, the following analysis of potential stumbling blocks
to the enforcement of a fast track arbitral award shall focus on the grounds for re-
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fusal enumerated in Article V of the New York Convention, in particular Section
1(b), concerning the violation of due process rights, and Section 2(b), concerning
public policy issues.35)

1. Inability to Present the Case

According to Article V, Section 1(b) of the New York Convention, the recog-
nition and enforcement of an arbitral award may be denied at the request of the
party against whom it is invoked if “[…] [that party] was unable to present [its]
case”.36)

This provision primarily covers violations of the previously discussed prin-
ciples of equal treatment of the parties and the right to be heard (due process). As
evidenced in international case law, state courts are rather restrictive when it
comes to citing violations of due process rights as grounds for refusing to recog-
nize and enforce an award. Generally, the identification of a violation of the par-
ties’ procedural rights will not per se suffice as a ground for refusal under Article V,
Section 1(b) of the New York Convention – it is further required that the identi-
fied violation had a direct influence on the outcome of the proceedings.37)

State courts have qualified the following procedural defects as constituting
denials of due process rights: the failure to inform a party of the opposing party’s
arguments;38) the failure to present to one party a substantial document submit-
ted to the arbitrator by the other party, and the subsequent denial of the opportu-
nity to comment thereupon;39) and the denial of the opportunity to comment on
expert written reports or oral statements.40) On the other hand, state courts re-
fused to classify the following as violations of due process rights: the implicit
limitation of the deadline for submissions through the arbitrator’s announce-
ment that a decision was to be made by a certain date and based on the documents
made available up until that date;41) and basing an award on certain select
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arguments rather than all arguments set forth by a party during the proceed-
ings.42)

Thus, shortening time limits creates little risk with regard to the enforce-
ability of an arbitral award as long as the utmost care and attention is given to en-
suring that all submissions by one party in the proceedings are presented to the
other party. Overall, the setting of strict deadlines for responding to submissions
appears to be a much safer approach than denying the opportunity to comment at
all.

2. Award Contrary to Public Policy

Article V, Section 2(b) of the New York Convention contains a provision for
the ex officio refusal of the recognition and enforcement of an international arbi-
tral award “if the competent authority in the country where recognition and enforce-
ment is sought finds that the recognition or enforcement of the award would be con-
trary to the public policy of that country”.43)

The cited provision allows for the refusal of recognition and enforcement of
an international arbitral award if the award was rendered in violation of a legal
norm which constitutes the foundation of a state’s national or economic order
(ordre public). It also applies if the arbitral award intolerably contradicts general
concepts of justice and equity in the state in which enforcement is sought.

Again, Article V, Section 2(b) of the New York Convention is rarely invoked
by state courts as a basis for refusal of enforcement. For example, the Austrian Su-
preme Court has qualified the reservation clause of Article V, Section 2(b) as an
“exceptional rule that must be used sparingly, in order not to disturb the harmony
of international decisions unnecessarily”.44) In particular, for a procedural defect
to be considered contrary to public order, it does not suffice that the law or legal
relationship itself is at odds with public policy; the enforcement of the award must
also be intolerable for the domestic legal system.45)

Arbitral awards have been considered contrary to public order in the context
of Article V, Section 1(b) of the New York Convention mainly for the same reasons
invoked by state courts, e.g., where a document was submitted during the pro-
ceedings without the knowledge of one of the parties and the arbitrator subse-
quently did not consider any evidence contradicting said document.46) Further-
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more, it was found to be contrary to public order where the parties had no
opportunity to comment on an expert report during the arbitration proceed-
ings.47) Failure to render a reasoned award, however, did not qualify as sufficient
reason to refuse recognition and enforcement of an arbitral award in accordance
with Article V, Section 2(b) of the New York Convention where the law of the state
in which enforcement was sought did not set out the requirement of a reasoned
award48). Consequently, the parties should keep in mind that state courts may re-
quire a reasoned award as a prerequisite for enforcement when consenting to arbi-
tration rules which do not require the arbitrator to render a reasoned award.

III. Guidelines for Practitioners – The User’s Point
of View: Pros and Cons

A.  Advantages of Fast Track Arbitration

First, as shown above, the main advantage of fast track arbitration is to guar-
antee the parties a speedy procedure. In fact, this originally was one of the key ideas
of “normal” arbitration. The greatest advantage of fast track arbitration is that de-
cisions are rendered within weeks or, at the very most, months. It is, therefore,
much quicker in relation both to a normal arbitration procedure and traditional
court proceedings.

Thus, intense yet short preparation helps both the parties and the arbitrators
save time and therefore makes arbitration more efficient. If the parties are ready
and willing to devote some time before the proceedings to the arbitration, then the
parties can avoid any unnecessary delays during the proceedings.

A positive “side effect” of this feature is the concentration of material ques-
tions and evidence: In most fast track proceedings it is absolutely impossible to ex-
change voluminous briefs, to hold lengthy hearings, and to devote time to exten-
sive arguments. This normally leads both the arbitrators and the parties to “think
sharp” and to keep their arguments lean. In other words, they have to focus on
what is really important – a feature we tend to increasingly forget in arbitration.

In well-mastered fast track arbitration proceedings, there are few possibilities
of delay. As a rule, there are only one or two rounds of submissions, possibly simul-
taneous for both parties, including all evidence. Still, according to some rules,
time limits may be extended by the institution. Moreover, to ensure a speedy pro-
ceeding, the defendant’s cooperation is essential.

Surprises during proceedings are usually rare. Because of the strict proce-
dures imposed, surprise witnesses cannot be “saved” until the end of the proceed-
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ings, and the same goes for strategic presentation of evidence at a very late stage.
Usually, “fast track” forces the parties to submit their position in a straightforward
way at the very beginning, thereby showing the other party what the conflict is all
about. Sometimes, this also facilitates an early amicable settlement.

If no such settlement during the proceedings can be reached, there usually
will be a quick decision. In a traditional arbitration, there usually exists a strict
schedule for submissions; however, post-hearing-briefs, the deliberation of the ar-
bitral tribunal, and the time for the tribunal to write, approve, and submit an
award are very time consuming. Even at this stage, possible suggestions of an
overly-formalistic nature may protract the duration and thus, in effect, ruin the
best intention of the arbitral tribunal to adhere to a tight time frame when the case
began.

If, however, the arbitral tribunal is forced to render the award within three or
six months from the beginning of the proceedings, such delays must be avoided.
Therefore, a clear time limit for the making of the award by the arbitrators (e.g.,
three months after the arbitration was referred to the arbitral tribunal (see Rules
for Expedited Arbitrations of the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber
of Commerce) is a key feature for the success of fast track arbitration.

Another clear advantage of “fast track”, if arranged properly, is a possibly
wider range of party autonomy. If the parties agree beforehand on what they expect
from a future arbitration, they can quite freely determine the conduct and dura-
tion of the proceedings. In this respect, however, we may easily conflict with the
fact that, quite often, the arbitration clause is added at a time when the parties are
far too exhausted or simply unwilling to consider the specific rules or procedures
they would like applied in the event of a dispute. In sum, there is more party influ-
ence on the course of proceedings if clear rules are agreed upon by the parties.
Even the right to be heard or the question of due process may be influenced by
what the parties negotiate beforehand.

In “fast track” arbitration, there is usually no need for interim measures. Be-
cause the arbitration must be quick (as per definition), and interim awards tend to
be challenged, the decision for “fast track” arbitration is a decision, in and of itself,
against interim measures. In any case, duplicity should be avoided as it may seri-
ously impede the positive effects of “fast track” procedures. Interim awards are
likely to propel an attack in court and therefore completely undermine the “fast
track” scheme.

Another advantage of “fast track” is the lower costs to all parties involved.
Fewer submissions, stricter time limits, shorter hearings, more efficiency in the
procedure all contribute to the lower costs of “fast track.”

However, there are some hidden risks. There is a chance that, in fact, fast
track arbitration is not as cost-saving as it appears. One must consider that, in
order to keep to short deadlines, lawyers and arbitrators have to be retained nearly
full-time. Moreover, managers or appropriately informed representatives have to
be assigned to the preparation of the case on nearly the same basis. This may
greatly increase arbitration costs. If expert opinions are needed, they, in most
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cases, have to be collected beforehand. Although experts are costly, however, this
may ultimately reduce costs because after the parties understand any material
problems as a result of their expert reports, they may be more inclined to settle.

B.  Disadvantages of Fast Track Arbitration

Because of their “speedy”approach, fast track proceedings are not suitable for
every kind of conflict. Though they may seem the perfect tool if both parties need a
quick solution to a pending contractual problem (e.g., price adaptation clauses or
a construction site where work is underway), they may not be appropriate if there
is a need to call expert witnesses or submit factual questions to tribunal-appointed
experts. It is also clear that fast track arbitration is not suitable for complex con-
flicts or multi-party proceedings

Fast track proceedings frequently operate without any experts, a potentially
serious disadvantage if the arbitrators lack experience in the parties’ business or
the factual questions of the case. Of course, parties can compensate by appointing
technical experts as arbitrators, but technical experts are usually not trained to
deal with legal intricacies, including the application of the tight fast track proce-
dural rules.49) Submitting private expert opinions is another possible solution,
but the concomitant invocation of counter-expert opinions from the opposing
party leads again to a “non liquet” situation of proof.

As discussed above, fast track proceedings may entail a lower degree of proof.
Even if the arbitrators reject this principle, the time limits involved in fast track ar-
bitration often do not allow for extensive evidentiary procedures, such as written
witness statements followed by examination and cross-examination, and, as men-
tioned above, expert opinions.

In some cases, this may mean that there is no oral hearing at all. Thus, the
principle of immediacy is not guaranteed when opting for fast track proceedings.
Unless there is a violation of the right to be heard,50) a tribunal might dispense
with hearings altogether, as long as there are other means of adducing evidence. In
such a case, written witness statements usually must be prepared on short notice,
meaning that the witnesses must be available for the parties’ counsel whenever
needed.

Preparation efforts for parties can therefore be demanding in fast track arbi-
tration. Files and documents have to be assembled and verified rapidly, and law-
yers have to be familiar with the case, the law, and the strategic aims of the party
from the very beginning. Usually, full-time staff on both sides must be assigned to
the case. If managers or board members are important witnesses or hold the key
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information, scheduling problems can arise because they usually cannot afford to
“back out” of their day-to-day business for days at a time. Parties should therefore
bear in mind that when opting for fast track arbitration the actual work will usu-
ally have to be started well before the proceedings are initiated.

As a consequence, it is vital for the parties to find lawyers and arbitrators with
enough time. This may seem a small problem at first, but may become crucial be-
cause the best experts usually do not “sit around” without work. On the contrary,
the schedules of sought-after attorneys and arbitrators are usually so full that they
cannot seriously promise to meet all of the demands that fast track procedures re-
quire.51)

Also, advances on costs must usually be paid within a few days. Therefore, the
claimant choosing fast track arbitration must therefore be prepared to pay both its
own advance on costs and that of the defendant so as to avoid putting the arbitra-
tion at risk. This may not always be easy, especially in times of economic difficul-
ties.

Furthermore, the success of fast track proceedings is largely dependent on
the parties’ will to proceed. If only one party is interested in speed and the other is
reluctant to cooperate, the overall success of the fast track proceeding will be en-
dangered. Of course, non-compliance with short time limits for submissions will
usually be a detriment to the defaulting party and will not itself hinder an award.
However, we have often seen the defaulting party try to “kill” the award in rescis-
sion proceedings by arguing that the right to be heard has been violated through
excessively short deadlines, especially if no specific fast track rules have been
agreed upon beforehand. Thus, if one party does not fully cooperate in fast track
proceedings there is a higher risk that an award will be set aside.

If the parties are not sure whether to agree on fast track arbitration, they
should be realistic. In such proceedings, deadlines as short as one or two working
days are possible – will they really be ready to meet them? If not, will the arbitral
tribunal or institution be able to extend time limits in order to “save” the arbitra-
tion? Or, more generally, what will be the consequence if the arbitration cannot be
finished within the agreed time frame? As discussed above, the worst-case sce-
nario may be that after the time limit for the arbitral award lapses, the arbitration
is “over” and the matter will continue on to “normal” litigation; alternatively, the
parties have to go “back to square one” and a second, “new” arbitral tribunal re-
starts the arbitration from the beginning. Despite the advantages of fast track ar-
bitration, these “cons” should be borne in mind.
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IV. What is Necessary to Make Fast Track Proceedings
a Success?

Considering the aforementioned pros and cons, how can fast track arbitra-
tion overcome these disadvantages?

First of all, the conflict between the need for rapidity (“Justice delayed is jus-
tice denied”, as Wolfgang Hahnkamper stated in his abstract of the Vienna Arbi-
tration Days 2008) and concerns for due process (“Speed kills”) must be avoided.
Of course, the ideal scenario involves a clear and comprehensive fast track arbitra-
tion agreement, clearly setting out rules and precisely defining which steps the tri-
bunal must follow. However, we must remain realistic. We all know that an arbi-
tration clause is often a “midnight clause”, introduced at a time when all other
points are clear and no one wants to elaborate on the detailed rules for possible
disputes. More realistically, especially in transaction contracts, the respective law-
yers merely ask their litigation and arbitration colleagues for “a good arbitration
clause” at the last minute, with the result that the clause does not take into account
the specifics of the case.

On the other hand, it is an old wisdom that neither all possible conflicts
arising out of a contract nor all possible formalistic aspects that might impede
proceedings can be foreseen. Nor can it be predicted whether a party will be a
claimant or defendant. Therefore, it will hardly ever be possible to craft a speci-
ally-tailored clause that will, in the end, operate as intended in a specific situa-
tion.

On the contrary, we have frequently seen absurd clauses that make fast track
proceedings more complicated, or which fail to leave room for “saving” the arbi-
tration in situations where established deadlines cannot – for objective reasons –
be met. Instead, it would be ideal if parties could refer to a standard set of fast track
rules. The adoption of comprehensive institutional rules would therefore be fa-
vorable. If this is not possible, like in the first ICC fast track case back in 1992, the
chairman may still act through the powers conferred to him under Article 1.3 of
the ICC Rules in order to address urgent matters.

At the very least, what is necessary is a clear time limit for the arbitration and
the parties’ mutual understanding of what will happen if this time limit is not met,
because later efforts to reach agreements on these issues may be complicated, if
not impossible.

Furthermore, there is a need to accelerate nomination procedures for arbitra-
tors. Each party should be ready to nominate its arbitrator within a few days, and
challenges should be required within 24 hours or other such limited time frame.
This need is highlighted by the practical examples of fast track arbitrations dis-
cussed above. It must be conceded that an arbitration clause that urges the arbitral
tribunal to issue the award “within three months after appointment of the chair-
man” or “within six months from the constitution of the arbitral tribunal” cer-
tainly does not have its full intended effect if – due to various challenging proce-
dures – the appointment of the chairman or the constitution of the arbitral
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tribunal takes one year or more. Therefore, selection of the arbitrators in the “pre-
arbitral phase” should be duly considered – and expedited.

In case of institutional arbitration, preliminary contacts with the court or
the court’s staff are useful to ensure its availability. It does not help if both parties
and arbitrators are ready and available, but the institution itself is so overworked
that the necessary procedural steps or approvals are not timely.

One of the key factors for success is the possibility and the will of the arbitra-
tors to devote nearly all of their time to the pending arbitration, to eventually even
“skip” their holidays, cancel all other possible engagements, and to deliver the
award very shortly (days or even hours) after the hearing. Therefore, there is a
need to find arbitrators who are prepared to do this. The question of whether a
sole arbitrator or a tribunal can better serve this purpose cannot generally be an-
swered, because, even though a sole arbitrator can decide all questions by himself,
he must be prepared to work on the case “full time” and is not able to divide the
workload. In any event, parties will benefit from arbitrators who are truly experts,
both with respect to the facts and the law and who therefore are conscientious pro-
fessionals able to assimilate the key issues and significant information from the fil-
ings. Finally, spare candidates should be kept in mind in the case of challenge.

Another crucial element is – assuming that the claimant is interested in a
quick decision – a defendant who cooperates. Because time-limit extensions likely
will frustrate the purpose of the arbitration, the possibility of prior agreement on
negative procedural effects or even penalties if one party attempts to impede the
proceedings should be explored. This must, of course, be analyzed on a case-by-
case basis, and it must always be taken into account that such measures must not
result in violations of a party’s right to be heard or of fair trial principles in gen-
eral. However, it should be noted that – as far as Autrian law is concerned – the old
wording in Section 587 ACCP that “each party shall be given full opportunity to
present its case” has been replaced by the “right to be heard” according to Section
594 ACCP. This is obviously a clear indication that, unless very basic principles are
violated, the defaulting party cannot challenge the award on the sole basis of short
time limits.

Thorough preparation and collection of evidence, perhaps involving lawyers,
well before the commencement of proceedings is usually necessary. The arbitra-
tion issues should be distilled and focused from the very beginning, often even be-
fore the arbitration actually begins. If there is no oral hearing, or only a condensed
one, this necessitates the preparation of well-honed affidavits and exhibits on
short notice. Even though time may be short, submissions must be pointed, and
“demonstrate a high level of advocacy and focus”. However, this is usually a time-
consuming, rather than time-saving, endeavor. As a colleague once put it: “I know
I could have made my submission shorter, but I just did not have enough time for
that.”

Professional and aggressive management of the proceedings by the chairman
and the arbitral institution is another key to success. Of course, the use of modern
communication tools is essential, but even more important is that the chairman
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or sole arbitrator simply does not allow any party-imposed delay. This, however,
requires an ability to distinguish between a mere attempt to unnecessarily prolong
the proceedings and a real need to postpone a deadline so as not to endanger the
arbitration and the right to be heard altogether. Thus, both experience and intu-
ition are needed in order to find the right balance between maintaining a tight
schedule while at the same time getting a full picture of the case. Thus, the previ-
ously established rules must embody a combination of flexibility and structure.
For example, discovery and inspection are usually not appropriate. Moreover,
there should be clear deadlines for evidence and further arguments that are com-
municated to the parties from the very beginning and, ideally, are approved of by
the parties.

An oral hearing, if any, should be concentrated on the main points – not unlike
a preliminary injunction proceeding. As outlined above, it may help to have writ-
ten witness statements. However, practice has shown that such written statements,
rather than in-person testimony, may perhaps lead to even a more complicated
procedure, due to the need for reply statements and cross examination, rather
than a simple oral questioning by the arbitral tribunal. Therefore, it is mostly
again left to the chairman’s experience to decide whether written witness state-
ments will serve to accelerate, rather than burden, the evidence-taking.

The award itself should, needless to say, be clear and precise in order to mini-
mize the risk of challenge or unenforceability. It should not be replete with pages
and pages about the course of the proceedings and a repetition of facts, which
have either been laid out in the “terms of reference” or are merely “copied and
pasted” from former procedural orders merely for the sake of completeness. In
this respect, institutional “control mechanisms” such as secretaries of Courts of
Arbitration should not demand compliance with formalities, but rather should
try to support the “fast track” nature of the proceedings. From a practical stand-
point, a draft award should be prepared before an oral hearing to ensure a prompt
resolution. Any required affirmation by institutional arbitration courts should
follow quickly. Assertion of authority to address issues that have not been submit-
ted to fast track arbitration should, of course, be avoided.

Ultimately, it is the clear and faultless award that puts fast track proceedings
to their real test. A successful challenge of an award, or even an award that for some
reason provides a basis for a challenge, seriously calls into question both the need
and future success of fast track dispute resolution.

V. Conclusion

Clearly, fast track procedures must be welcomed by both parties as well as the
arbitral tribunal, and must be duly supported by the institution which provides
the framework for the proceedings, or else they will not be a success.

However, if managed in a professional manner by all participants involved,
there is no reason why fast track arbitration should not be regarded as an efficient
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and fair dispute settlement procedure, and the traditional objections to such ac-
celerated conduct of arbitration proceedings – from the procedural limitations in-
troduced in the interest of speed to the fact that fast track dispute resolution may
not suit every dispute – can be dispelled. Furthermore, the fundamental principles
of arbitration apply in an equal, if not in some aspects even a greater, manner to
fast track arbitration as to regular arbitration. Provided the arbitrator safeguards
these fundamental principles, thereby ensuring that the benefits of accelerated
proceedings are not perverted (e.g., by exposing the ensuing award to rescission or
non-enforceability on the basis of grave procedural shortcomings), he or she may
well disprove those who might be tempted to claim that, with respect to fast track
arbitration, “nobody running at full speed has either a head or a heart”.52)
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